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In an attempt to t race the development of English langu age teaching and testing in Keny a, this paper
lo oks at languag e in edu cation in K eny a. Langu age in education aims at defin ing three majo r issues.
Firs tly , it defines the rol e of English languag e in teaching and testing in the pre-independent era.
Secondly, it assess es the place of English in teaching and evalu ation during post-ind ependent Kenya,
du ring th e 8-4-4 system and fin ally in the newly roll ed out Compet ency Based Curriculu m (CBC).
Un like other lit eratu re which focu s on langu age policy , this pap er traces th e history of English
langu age in the Keny an edu cation with a special focus on langu age testing; a component of teaching
and learning process . The pap er con cludes that although, effort s have been made in impro ving the
teaching and testing of English languag e in Kenya since the colonial era, th ere seem to be some form
of rigidity in testing in that very little changes can be cited compared to the art of teaching. Teaching
of En glish langu age has prog ressiv ely changed in its app roach, how ever, l anguag e testing has not
been adaptive to thes e changes, for exampl e, testing at second ary school lev el is more of the
st ructuralis m app roach yet the teaching appro ach is commun icativ e. Speech work is not ov ertly
examin ed both at primary and at secondary school levels. All examin ations are wholly writt en. This
di sregard for speech work leads to poo r commun icat ive compet ence yet it is th e main obj ective of the
Englis h syll abus.
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INTRODUCTION
Pre -independence period
Language in edu cation in Kenya has had dir ect in fluence from
the government policies whi ch have been changing over time.
To address the issue o f language in education one has to trace
the historical perspective starting from the pre-colonial era. As
Mazrui and M azrui (1998) note, the pre-colonial era several
stakeholders were involved in the formulation of a language
policy. Language in education policies in Kenya d ate b ack to
1901 when missionaries at the Kenyan coast developed a
policy that favoured local languages which they felt could not
be replaced by English language. The question relating to the
use of Kiswahili and English and vernacular l anguages took
centre stage for a long time in Kenya. It was tabled for
discussion in conferences, for instance, the United Missionary
Conference in 1909. In this conference it was resolv ed that the
elementary cod e for teaching in village schools provided
*Co rrespo ndi ng author: Nyong esa B en Wekesa,
Dep artment of English , Literature, Jou rnalis m
Commun ication , Kib abii Univ ersity , Keny a.

and

Mass

for instruction in th e vernacular language for the first three
years and Kiswahili for the two of the middle classes in
primary, while English was used in the rest of the classes up to
university (Gorman 1974). The advanced code for central
mission schools provided for the teaching o f Kiswahili starting
from class three and for optional instruction in English
between standard four and fiv e. The missionaries desired to
impart their religious ideas to th e native p eople thus want ed a
language that would facilitate their mission. Whitely
(1974:405) however records that some people especially the
settlers were against this policy and in particular the us e of
vernacular. To them a language that would p romote trade and
various needs of their occupation would be the best. Others,
especially government officials, were of th e opinion that the
teaching of Kiswahili was a waste of time rath er vernacular
should be taught in all native schools and that this would later
be succeeded by English. Their argument was that Kiswahili
was foreign both to them and to the locals. Ambiyo (2016),
however, observes that there was also fear that Kiswahili
would unite Kenyans against colonial rule. The Phelps-stoke
commission’s second report of 1924 gave attention to the
unfortunate dive rgence in the attitudes o f the missionaries, the
settlers and th e government offi cials towards education to the
native Kenyans.
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The commission recommended th at vernacular b e used as the
language o f instruction in elementary school and th en English
be used in intermediary school. The commission noted that the
appeal to the n ative mind cannot be e ffectively made without
the adequate use o f the native language. Thus the commission
recommended that the language of instruction should be the
local language in the early p rimary class es, while English was
to be taught from upper primary to university. Schools were
urged to make all possible provisions for instructions in the
native language. The commission, however, recommended
that Kiswahili be dropped from the curriculum, except in areas
where it was the first language. In 1929, during a conference
held in Dar Es Salaam, the council through the Department of
education in Kenya raised issues concerning the language
situation in the country. It came up with regul ations, which
were communicat ed through a circular, that vernacul ar would
be used for the fi rst four years of s chool during which
Kiswahili would be introduced as a subject. English was to be
taught in those schools where th ere are competent teachers o f
English. After the first four years, Kiswahili would be the
medium of instruction. After th e completion of six years of
school, English would then be introduced as the medium of
instruction. Following these regulations a new syllabus was
implemented on the 1st of July 1935 in which English and
Kiswahili were required subjects in both the course and exams
from standard four to seven. Of importance to note here
however, is that the medium for th e cours e and for the
examination was Kiswahili. If a s chool wished to use English
as the medium of instruction, it was to apply for approval from
the Director o f Education.
The memorandum on language in African s chool education in
1943 with regard to the teaching of English stated that the
point at which such t eaching was introduced must depend on
the decision of the local education authorities. It however,
asserted that this would only b e when su fficient p rogress had
been made to give the child ability and a fair degree o f facility
in reading and writing their own vernacular. There were
attempts to shift English and vernacular to take the place of
Kiswahili as the medium of instruction. However, this move
was faced with challenges of lack of suitable school texts in
vernacular languages and lack o f quali fied teachers o f English.
This situation necessitated for the training of teachers of
English as advocated for in the Ten year plan for the
development of African education in 1948. After World War
II, the colonial master saw the looming loss of power in Kenya
because Kenyans had united against colonialism and were
bracing for freedom (Wendo, 2009). As a result, the then
government set up the Beecher Education Commission in
1949 to chat the way forward. The Beecher report of 1949
reinstated Kiswahili and made it an alternative medium of
examination and that it be the language of instruction and
literature in primary schools in towns. English was retained as
the medium of instruction from intermedi ate s chool while
vernacular continued to be the medium o f edu cation for the 1 st
three years of primary school. The Beecher report of 1949
regarding the teaching of English called for attention to the
fact that at the moment it was di ffi cult to introduce spoken
English in the primary schools for lack o f competent t eachers
of English in this skill. The implementation of this policy
started in 1953-1955. Thus the Beecher commission was
mandated to examine th e scope, content, methods,
administration and fin ancing of African education (Wendo
2009). It reinforced the recommendations of the Phelps-Stokes
and the Ten Year Development Plan on the provision of

practical education to Africans which later formed the b asis of
the government’s policy on African education. The PratorHutasoit commission of 1952 endorsed that English be the
only language of instruction in all school grades at the expense
of local languages. This commission heralded the New
Primary Approach also called the English medium scheme
(Sifuna, 1980, 142). So to implement the new curriculum,
teachers were to be trained in English while their first
languages were viewed as a premium in teaching the lower
primary schools (Mukuria, 1995). This kind of education were
resisted by Africans for they felt it was racist and did not
promote development, especially, of Africans. This then
prompted the setting up of African independent schools. In
1953, a tentative syllabus for African intermediary school was
issued by the department of education in Kenya. In this
syllabus, English was to be the main subject of the curriculum
for its general educational value. The main aim of the syllabus
was to enable the child to read, write and speak simple
idiomatic English suited to his/her environment. The teaching
of English however, was not uni form. It was only t aught in
some schools which had trained teachers, and in some schools
it was taught right from standard one while in others after
standard three but in African schools it was taught from the
sixth year o f schooling. English was later made a compulsory
medium of examinations that were held at the end of the
eighth year. This exam would det ermine those who would be
selected to join the secondary grammar school and the
secondary techni cal course. Since teaching of English was
done on racial grounds, examinations were also set on racial
grounds. Africans sat for KAPE (Kenya African Preliminary
Examinations), Asians sat for KAPE (Kenya Asian
Preliminary Examinations) while Europ ean s ettlers did KEPE
(Kenya European Preliminary Examinations). The KAPE
became the KPE aft er school integration which in turn became
the CPE examination aft er ind ependence. The focus of
teaching and examination was only on reading and writing.
According to Mazrui and Mazrui (1998) and Kioko (2013),
this was only to enable a few Africans to communicate with
the white m asters for the sake o f administration. English was
to be taught to Africans guardedly so that not many got to
secondary school and beyond, a move that creat ed economic
classes in the country (Wendo, 2009:124). Ambiyo (2016)
notes however that when the local Kenyans realized that
English would open doors to white collar jobs, they set up
their own independent schools where they encouraged their
children to learn English. This to some extent contributed to
spread of English in the country. The greatest challenge was
that English was introduced to Africans too late in their
primary education.
There were other pre-independence education reports such as
Binns Report of 1952 and Drogheda Report of 1952 which
recommended that English should be introduced from lower
primary school as a subject and be taught alongside the
recommended mother tongue in early p rimary cl asses. Mazrui
and Mazrui (1998) explains that the colonial master dropped
Kiswahili from the education syllabus altogether because it
was seen as the medium of mobilization for th e struggle for
independence. This boosted the status of English. As it has
been observed above, the language policy was often
ambivalent before independence. This was because the three
languages: English, Kiswahili and vernacular, were
encouraged and discouraged frequently for di fferent interests.
Since the language policy was quite unstable it was equally
impossible to create t eaching and learning personnel and
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resources with the same vigour. This as well compromised
standards of education in the country. In 1957, the English
medium project was l aunched to introduce English as the
medium of instruction throughout the school system right from
standard one. This was done first in the Asian s chools and
later in the African schools as well (Oluoch 1982). Since the
English medium project was going to be a major curriculum
development work including preparation of curricular
materials and massive in-servicing of teachers, English Special
Centre was set up to beef up the project. At independence, this
project became increasingly sensitive and even its name was
changed to “ New Primary Approach (NPA). The NPA
recommended the use of English as a subject right from
standard one. It also advocated for English as the language o f
examination. T he NPA helped in the publication of a s eries o f
teaching materi als such as the Peak series for lower primary
and Sa fari English course for upper p rimary. These two series
had the content as well as briefings for the teacher on how o
teach th e language. Oluoch (1982:43) observes that at the
stage of its implementation, the NPA was taken with great
enthusiasm. It was believed that it would provide the children
with more appropriate education and it would open chances of
passing the Kenya Primary Examination (KPE) a leaving
examination. T he KPE English paper w as wholly written and
its focus was on vocabulary building and on form of the
language. The spoken form was still neglected. Initially, the
English paper in the KPE examinations was one paper
multiple choice type th at only focused on comprehension and
grammar.
Post-independence period
When Kenya attained its independence in 1963, English was
declared the o ffi cial language and so, it was to be us ed in all
important government sectors (Wendo, 2009). The Kenyan
government draft ed a Session paper Number 10 in 1965 which
acted as a document for examining the immediate needs and
goals of post-ind ependence Kenya. This sessional paper saw
education much more of an economic than social servi ce, a
key means of alleviating shortage of skilled domestic
workforce and of c reating equ al economic opportunities for all
citizens. The Kenya education commission of 1964 (the
Ominde commission) observed that most Kenyans preferred
the use of the three languages; mother tongue was preferred
for verbal communication especially in rural areas while
English and Kiswahili were preferred for education from
lower primary to university. Kiswahili was recommended as a
compulsory in primary schools, and was favoured in education
for purposes of national and regional unity (Njoroge and
Gatambuki, 2017). The Ominde commission supported
English and argued that it would expedite learning in all the
subjects. English was therefore introdu ced in beginners’
classes in primary schools through the New Primary Approach
(NPA). Later in 1973, composition writing was introduced and
the number of items in the exam paper were reduced to
seventy and later to fi fty. The NPA, however, collapsed in
March 1976. T his was due to lack of funds to manage it but its
methodology still operates to date at primary s chool level,
thanks to the introduction of the new curriculum, the
Competence Based Curriculum (CBC). The model of setting
the English examination has remained the same from the
certi ficate o f Primary Examination (CPE) to.
The 8-4-4 system which is currently in place and being phased
out. The major International Labor Organization (ILO) Report

of 1972, Employment, Income and Equality, highlighted three
basic criticisms for the three majo r CPE examination sectionsEnglish, mathematics, and the general paper. First, the CPE
was basically a tool for secondary school sel ection. Relatively
little attention was devoted to the needs of terminal primary
school pupils. Many items focused on skills presumably
necessary for secondary schools. Second, many test items
simply required m emorization of facts; therefore, pupils were
justified in practicing patterns of rote learning. Third, many
questions tended to cite examples that were more familiar to
urban than rural students. For example, only 17 of the 250
questions in the overall 1971 CPE examination rel ated to
agriculture. In short, the CPE examination was not an effective
selection mechanism, did not encourage innovative t eaching
and learning, and was biased in favor of urban youth. This
called for reforms in the CPE curriculum. The English section
of the CPE examination was the fi rst part to be revised
beginning in 1971 which incorporated multiple measures of
assessment. Twenty verbal reasoning items were substituted
for the same number o f English grammar items. Nevertheless,
these items favoured urban youth who are exposed to more
formal English than their rural peers. For example, expressions
such as "plucked up his courage," "not of his standing," and
"in their teens" were still used in the 1973 and 1974 papers.
The 1975 papers were revised to eliminate such formal
expressions and the proportion of comprehension questions
rose from 25 to 50 p er cent, while the p ercentage o f gr ammar
and syntax items fell accordingly. These percentages still
remained in the 1978 t ests. Since English comprehension is a
fundamental prerequisite for l earning other subjects, this
section of the CPE examination receiv ed more critical
evaluation than th e mathematics and general section papers.
Teachers and examiners sought for a relative balance among
comprehension, syntax, and grammar. The current trend was
to weigh equally the composition component (which should
assess all featu res of English language us age) with the
objective part (which focuses on grammar and syntax).
Examiners assessed two main qualities when marking the CPE
English composition: accuracy and imaginative language
usage. Candidates also earned extra points for varying
sentence structure and writing in a lively and original manner.
The following illustrative sentences from a 1978 CPE English
composition received 38 of a possible 40 points.
Tap! Tap! Tap! What is that on the roof? Is it the rain? We
obtain water in very many di fferent ways, for example from
the rain, from rivers, and from underground wells. Water is
essential to all animals, plants and human beings. No living
thing can survive without water . . . (Ministry of Education,
CPE Newsletter 1979, pg13)
It is notable th at the CPE English examinations were taken
while none were administered for th e national language,
Kiswahili, or any other African language. Curricul a revisions
to incorporate Kiswahili and some other African languages
started in primary schools. Devoting attention to this area was
crucial because languages are fundamental cultural
components of societies. At the secondary school level since
independence, the number of students increased drastically
due to the massive intake at primary school. This increase in
number how ever, created problems of fin ance and staffing o f
the schools. There was need to train teachers, especially
African teachers, to handle the increasing enrolment (Gorm an,
1970) and m any of those recruited to teach English, lacked
experience not only in the t eaching but also in any kind of
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teaching situation. This was a major drawback to English
considering the fact that there w as v ariation in proficiency in
secondary school students attributed to poor teaching in
primary schools. It was not ed for instance, that some students
were only trained in doing the tick-tests hence could not write
a sentence, use capital letters or write any kind of connected
composition (Whiteley, 1974). The four skills were t aught but
still it was noted that the child’s ability to write, read and
speak were inadequate in that order. The teaching took the
structural approach where no poetry was integrat ed in
language. The importance of literature was unders cored by
many practicing teachers o f English. Five or more lessons in a
week were devouted to reading while three lessons were spend
on written and oral skills. This over-emphasis on reading at
secondary school level led to a considerable number of
teachers in form one to overlook the principle th at oral
language is key and prerequisite to reading. The pitfall was
because o f the assumption teachers had that s econdary school
students should be able to us e ‘normal’ English by the end o f
standard two. In other words, at primary school level, teachers
needed to have con ception of the sequence of grammatical and
to less-signifi cant extent lexical elements which are to be
taught or revised in the time available and o f the obj ective in
terms of language performance. Gorman (1970 ) notes that the
majority of student w ere defi cient in listening comprehension
skills. It was therefore suggested that it would work better i f it
was introduced early in secondary s chool and be m arried with
reading comprehension exercises. These two skills were
believed to be supplementing each other. For instance, training
in auditory discrimination can serve to improve the child’s
skill in word recognition and to rem edy forms of spelling
errors which derive from the effect of interference from the
sound systems of th eir first languages. English at secondary
school level was a service cours e, according to the Ministry of
Education 1980, pg.12 and therefore radically affects the
content of the initial course for pupils entering secondary
school.
At secondary school level, students sat for a Cambridge
Oversees School Certifi cate examination at the end o f the four
year course. The English examination was in three papers.
Paper one had section A and B. section A had eight or nine
items on writing to choose from while section B was in
sections i and ii, the former having descriptive topic items
while the latter having situational topic items or directed topic
items among which a candidate had to choose from. The
candidate was to do either section A or B in which s/he was
well prepared. Paper two tested the candidate’s ability to
summarize content, argument and in fer in formation and
meanings from a passage and lastly the ability to handle
language Art, that is, its structure and vocabulary. Paper three
was an or al English examination for East A frican candid ates.
It was not an optional paper. Again as noted e arlier speaking
skills were not given much weight. There was a literature
paper too which had s ections A and B. section A w as on play
and novel while s ection B tested candidates on other works
intended for g eneral reading. Language was t reated separately
from literature in English. Literature was taught under
Humanities until later on when the East African Ex aminations
Council (EAEC) was formed to set local examinations in
collaboration with the Cambridge Examinations council, when
literature was treated as a language though still it was taught
separately. African writings were considered for study. The
Bessey report of 1972obs erved that half of Kenyans s chools
used vernacul ar as their medium of instruction.

The report noted that there are important developmental
benefits to the children and cultural benefits to the community
when school life begins without the shock of confrontation
with a new language. The report therefore recommended the
use of mother tongue, English and Kiswahili in schools. The
primary schools curriculum was to be revised so as to suit the
needs of Kenyans and African contexts. The National
Committee on Educational Objectives and Policy of 1976 (The
Gachathi Report) with regard to language, recommended the
use of language o f instruction to be th e predominant language
spoken in the schools’ catchm ent area for the first three y ears
of primary education. It also recommended that English be
taught as a subject from standard one and then as a language
of instruction from the fourth grade in primary s chools to
university. Although Kiswahili was declared an important
subject in both primary and s econdary classes, it received
inferior status in terms of allocated hours per week. The
supremacy of English was enhanced in all the commission
reports. The Mackay report of 1981 was set up as the
Presidential working party to establish the second university in
Kenya and to reforming the entire education system (Republic
of Kenya, 1988). The Mackay commission maintained the
Gachathi Report language policy. It made Kiswahili a
compulsory subject in both primary and secondary education.
This led to the production of teaching and learning materials in
Kiswahili. The commission also advised that mother tongue be
used in lower grades of primary schools, in areas where this
was possible (Njoroge, 1991). In summary, Between 1964 and
1985, an education structure 7-4-2-3 (seven years of primary
school, four years of s econdary school, two years of high
school, and three years o f university education) was modeled
and adopted (Kinuthia, 2009). This then ushered in the 8-4-4
system of education.
The 8-4-4 system of education: The 8-4-4 system of
education Eight years of primary school, four years of
secondary school and four years of university was l ater
introduced in January 1985, following concerns that the basic
education provided p reviously lacked the n ecessary cont ent to
promote widespread sustainable self-employment. The
Kenyan p rimary cu rriculum is approved for all public s chools
and private schools except for international s chools which
usually offer the British or Ameri can curriculum, followed by
the corresponding examination certifi cates, the subjects
provided in the primary level are; English, Kiswahili,
Mathematics, Science, Social studies, Religious education,
Creative Arts, Physical education and Life skills (Kinuthia,
2009). The introduction of the 8-4 -4 system came along with
its two major projects targeting teachers of English. The
projects were the SELP (Secondary English Language Project)
and the SPRED (Strengthening of Primary Education). SELP
was set up between 1988 and 1992 and trained from the UK
45 teachers of English and inspectors of English and also inserviced ov er 3000 teachers o f English in Kenya. The SPRED
project on the other h and, was s et up between 1992 and 1994
with the aim of improving the teaching of English as well as
Mathematics and Sciences in primary schools in Kenya. These
two projects were managed by the British Council which set
the pace for the ministry of education. T he ministry then also
did in-service training for t eachers and s end out inspectors of
English to assess the standards of English language teaching.
It also carried out reviews th rough the Kenya Institute of
Education (KIE) and other commissions. For instance, the
Mackay education report o f1981 recommended the promotion
of English across the curriculum. This enhanced the role of
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other subject teachers in the improvement of English. The KIE
came up with the Integrated Approach to teaching English.
This approach encouraged the teaching of English language
and literature in English as one subj ect. T his was adopted by
the Ministry of Education which recommended that literature
is concerned with the place of reading in the English course
and with what should be read and that it also serves as a
source of cultural knowledge. Literature was also believed to
contribute to flu ency in learners, particularly to the
understanding of concepts in all fi elds o f secondary education
whether a cademic or technical, artistic or scientifi c. In the 8-44 system, the teaching o f English has also been supplemented
by media projects. For instance radio programmes for primary
schools, video and tapes of speech and listening for secondary
and tertiary institutions. The Kenya National Examinations
Council (KNEC) took over the role of setting examinations
when the east African ex amination council collapsed. The first
8-4-4 examination was sat in 1989. However, this English
examination was not any different from the earlier exam set by
the EAEC. T he English examination was in two main p apers:
paper one and paper two. Paper one had s ections A and B.
Paper one A was on composition writing in which candidates
were to write two compositions; a descriptive type was
compulsory while the other was to be chosen from the
situational topic items given. In paper one B, the candidate
was tested on th e ability to summarize a text, to comprehend
information from a passage and knowledge of language
structure and vocabulary (grammar). The answers were either
in expressive or objective form. Paper two on the oth er h and,
was on literature in English in which candidates were to
answer three qu estions with at least a question on play, novel,
short stories, oral literature and poetry. Lat er on in 2001,
composition writing and objective paper are papers one and
two respectively while literature is paper three.
Besides the fin al examinations, the KCPE and KCSE, the 8-44 system introduced the idea of CATs (Continuous
Assessment T ests) which were to be progressively assessed in
every subje ct throughout the student’s school career. Teachers
and heads of schools provide reliable reports on each pupil’ s
overall progress from one t erm to the other. The 8-4-4 also
insists on non-formal learning activities that are an integral
part of child’s development of psycho-motors skills. These
activities include games, sports, music and dance, drama,
debating among others. Teachers o f English make use o f these
activities to impart speaking and listening skills in learners.
Such activities have proved more motivating in learners,
especially, when they are brought into the classroom situation.
Brumfit (1989), refer to this approach to the integrated
approach as the Communicative Language Teaching approach.
The presidential working party on education and man power
training was established to look into the shortcomings of the 84-4 system of education. The Kamunge report observed that
youth un-employment and examination oriented culture were
the major shortcomings. The commission recommended that
English be used as the medium of instruction. The commission
noted that in order to improve the learners’ proficiency in
English and to ensure development of good reading habits,
primary school libraries should be established in all s chools
and be equipped. The commission however, remained noncommittal on the role of indigenous languages in the
curriculum. T he Koech Commission of 1999 was later formed
to make recommendations on ways of achieving quality
education in the country. This commission recommended that
the language of th e catchment be used as th e medium of

instruction in lower primary and Kiswahili be the medium o f
instruction in cosmopolitan urban areas. This would enhance
concept
formation
and
articul ation of linguistic
communication (Njoroge and Gatambuki, 2017). The
commission recommended that Kiswahili and English be
taught as subjects but English be used as the medium of
instruction throughout the country in upper primary.
The Competence Based Curriculum (CBC)
In a major departure from the 8-4 -4 system, the proposed
system of 2-6-3-3-3 w as launched in 2017 which was designed
to take two years in preprimary, six in primary education,
three in junior s econdary education, three in senior secondary
education and th ree at the University. The new Competence
Based Curriculum is an education programme that is based on
learners demonstrating the ability to apply th e knowledge,
skills, attitudes and values they are expected to acquire as they
progress through their education. The paradigm shifts in the
education curriculum from content based to competency based
curriculum calls for a new mode o f assessment. A ccording to
the Basic Education Act 2013 section 84 on examinations and
assessments. KNEC is mandated to conduct public
examinations as provided for under the KNEC ACT 2012.
KNEC has developed a draft Competency Based Assessment
Framework (CBAF) that gives guidelines on assessment of
basic education. In the draft, CBAF recommended a formative
(continuous) assessment which provides continuous feedback
to all the stakeholders, learners, teachers, parents and quality
assurance officers for purposes of improving learning and
teaching. In this mode of assessment, head teachers are to
ensure that data on the progress of a learner is accumulated
over time and will be useful in writing the s chool year report
that gives a comprehensiv e account of each learner on the
achievements in each learning area, values acquired in each
given year.
There are two categories of assessment; formative and
summative. The CBC introduced formative assessment.
Formative assessment also known as Assessment for L earning
(AFL) is a range of formal and in formal assessment
procedures which us es a variety of m ethods to conduct in a
process evaluation of a l earner understanding learning needs
and academic progress. Teachers use it during the learning
process to modify teaching and learning activities to improve
learner attainment. According to Harmer (2015), formative
assessment can b e as in formal as obs erving the learner’s work
and as formal as a written test. This type of assessment can
also include Assessment as Learning (AAL). It occurs when
learners are their own assessors, they monitor their own
learning, ask questions and us e a range o f strategies to d ecide
what they know and can do and how to us e assessment for
new learning. Through this form of evaluation, a learner is
assisted to develop capacity to be independent, self-di rected,
to set individual goals, monitor own progress or self-assess
and refl ect on his/her learning. For formative ass essment to be
effective, the parents must be involved in the learner’s work.
This means that teachers should work closely with parents
who are to actively support their children in tackling the
extended activities, give them input on the learner’s portfolios
and provide the necess ary materials for the conduct of
projects. In the CBC, the mission is to nurture every learner’s
potential and so head teachers are required to champion
change in matters regarding the ranking of learners. Every
learner has some capability and the achi evements of each
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should be reported as per the criteria used for assessment and
not comparing a learner’s performance with others. Head
teachers are to ensure that th ey give descriptive feedback
about each learner. Such feedback should elaborate the
strengths and areas o f improvement rather than just reporting a
mere score in percent age. Core competencies such as critical
thinking, problem solving, creativity and imagination will only
be achieved if learners are given an opportunity to explore
their immediate environment th rough varied l earning
experiences such as through the use of digital devices.
Summative assessment on the other hand, include tests,
examinations, performances, presentations, portfolios and a
variety of written, oral and visual methods. They provide
feedback to educators, parents and l earners about a learner’s
achievement to make decisions for appropriat e placement or
further studies. In the CBC, four language areas are covered;
that is, literacy, English activities, Kiswahili literacy and
Indigenous languages literacy. At lower primary, literacy,
Kiswahili, English and indigenous languages activities are
taught as learning areas. Literacy is the ability to read, write
and use language profi ciently. According to UNESCO,
literacy is a basic hum an right. Literacy as a subject addresses
the ability of the learner to make meaning of letters and
sounds thus making sense o f written codes. It shall be taught
in the language of the catchment of the learner. At this
foundational level, literacy aims at equipping the l earner with
basic skills in reading and writing to aid in all other subjects. It
is indented to assist the l earner to communicat e with other as
well as promote to learn. Literacy as a set of skills will be
useful in giving learners a headstart in essential skills that they
will carry throughout their lives. The knowledge of literacy
which includes the ability to understand, respond to and use
forms of written language to communicate in varied contexts
are important to facilitate learners’ understanding of English
as a second language.
At upper primary, English and Kiswahili are taught as learning
areas. Foreign language (Arabic, French, German, Mandarin
and Indigenous languages are el ective learning a reas wh ere a
learner can specialize in and pursue them to higher levels. T he
CBC, therefore ret ains written quizzes and CAT examinations
as one means of assessment but also uses other means to
assess attitude and skills. In designing the Competency -Based
curriculum it is envisioned that at the end of the l earning
period every le arner should have competence in the following
seven core competency areas; communication and
collaboration, critical thinking and problem solving,
imagination and creativity, citizenship, learning to learn, selfefficacy and digital literacy. However, Khan and
Ramchandran, (2012) noted that, the need for a criteria or
guidelines on how competencies are evalu ated and attained
during each phase or level of development for instance it is
expected that after completion o f each level, there a re should
be clear speci fications that a learner started as a beginn er level
then moved to competent level and then profi cient level and
lastly expert level.
Conclusion
Efforts hav e been made in improving the te aching and testing
of English language in Kenya since the colonial era, however,
there s eem to be som e form o f rigidity in testing in that v ery
little changes can be cited compared to th e art of teaching.
Teaching of English language has progressively changed in its
approach for instance from essay-translation through

structuralism to communicative approach. Language testing on
the other hand has not been adaptive to these changes, for
example, testing at s econdary s chool level is mo re of the
structuralism approach yet the t eaching approach is
communicative. Speech work is not overtly examined both at
primary and at secondary school levels. All examinations are
wholly written. This disregard for speech work leads to poor
communicative comp etence yet it is the m ain objective o f the
English syllabus.
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